Standard Sturmian words
Example: w((1) n≥1 ) is the Fibonacci word.
Example: w((2) n≥1 ) : s n = s n−1 s n−1 s n−2 s 1 = aab
Definition: An infinite word w over {a, b} is called standard Sturmian if and only if there exists a
Example: w( (1) n≥1 ) is the Fibonacci word.
General remark:
for n ≥ 1, s 2n ends with a.decomposed uniquely as a nonincreasing (with respect to the lexicographic order ) product of Lyndon words
Melançon (2000): decomposition of standard Sturmian words
where for n ≥ 0, n = as
n is a Lyndon word (for any n ≥ 0) 
Decomposition in Lyndon words
n is a Lyndon word (for any n ≥ 0)
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Example: 
Melançon's question (2000)
When is the sequence ( n ) n≥0 morphic? that is When does there exist a morphism f such that for all n ≥ 1, n = f ( n−1 )?
Remark (still Melançon (2000)): Such a morphism exists when the sequence (d n ) n≥1 is constant.
Sturmian morphisms
Remark (See Berstel, Séébold in Lothaire II):
for any n ≥ 0,
where
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Sturmian morphisms
Remark: n a = as
Strong conjugacy
Definition: two morphisms f and g are said u-conjugated for a word u if for all words x, f(x)u= ug(x)
Definition: two morphisms f and g are said u-conjugated for a word u if for all words x,
f and g are strongly u-conjugated if moreover f (a) = ua and g(a) = au
Definition: two morphisms f and g are said u-conjugated for a word u if for all words x, f(x)u= ug(x) f and g are strongly u-conjugated if moreover
is strongly conjugated to
Key result
For all n ≥ 0,
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Proof:
n a = af n (a d 2n+1 ba) already seen = af n (a d 2n+1 b)u n a u n | f n (a) = u n a = au n g n (a d 2n+1 b)a f n et g n u n -conjugated = g n (a d 2n+1 b)a g n (a) = au n
n a = af n (a d 2n+1 ba) already seen = af n (a d 2n+1 b)u n a u n | f n (a) = u n a = au n g n (a d 2n+1 b)a f n et g n u n -conjugated = g n (a d 2n+1 b)a g n (a) = au n Remark. A direct proof that: n is a Lyndon word. Since g n L d 2n+1 a preserves Lyndon word (Richomme 2003) 
